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Reading is a uniquely human task and therefore any sign of neuronal activation that is specific to reading is of considerable interest. One
intriguing observation is that ventral occipitotemporal (vOT) activation is more strongly left lateralized for written words than other
visual stimuli. This has contributed to claims that left vOT plays a special role in reading. Here, we investigated whether left lateralized
vOT responses for words were the consequence of visual feature processing, visual word form selectivity, or higher level language
processing. Using fMRI in 82 skilled readers, our paradigm compared activation and lateralization for words and nonlinguistic stimuli
during different tasks. We found that increased left lateralization for words relative to pictures was the consequence of reduced activation
in right vOT rather than increased activation in left vOT. We also found that the determinants of lateralization varied with the subregion
of vOT tested. In posterior vOT, lateralization depended on the spatial frequency of the visual inputs. In anterior vOT, lateralization
depended on the semantic demands of the task. In middle vOT, lateralization depended on a combination of visual expertise in the right
hemisphere and semantics in the left hemisphere. These results have implications for interpreting left lateralized vOT activation during
reading. Specifically, left lateralized activation in vOT does not necessarily indicate an increase in left vOT processing but is instead a
consequence of decreased right vOT function. Moreover, the determinants of lateralization include both visual and semantic factors
depending on the subregion tested.

Introduction
Reading typically results in left lateralized ventral occipitotempo-
ral (vOT) responses (Tarkiainen et al., 1999; Rossion et al., 2003;
Nakamura et al., 2005; Vigneau et al., 2005). This left lateralized
signature for written words has previously been explained in
terms of (1) the visual attributes of the stimuli (Rossion et al.,
2003), for example, increased left hemisphere activation because
written words have high spatial frequencies (Hsiao and Cottrell,
2009; Woodhead et al., 2011); (2) selectivity to orthographic fea-
tures and visual word forms in left vOT (Cohen et al., 2003) that
may emerge during reading acquisition (Baker et al., 2007; Mau-
rer et al., 2008); or (3) higher level language processing (Xue et al.,
2005; Hunter et al., 2007; Cai et al., 2010) at the level of phonol-
ogy (Maurer and McCandliss, 2007) or lexicosemantics (Sab-
sevitz et al., 2005; Vigneau et al., 2005). Given these different lines
of evidence, we hypothesized that lateralization in vOT may de-
pend on the combined influences of multiple factors. A second
but related hypothesis is that the proposed determinants of later-

alization have varied across studies (see Table 1) because different
subregions of vOT are influenced by different factors.

Our aim was to formalize and explicitly test these hypotheses
in a single experiment that investigated the contribution of the
following factors. First, we considered whether increased left lat-
eralization in vOT for words relative to other nonlinguistic stim-
uli was best explained by increased left hemisphere activation,
decreased right hemisphere activation, or both (Vigneau et al.,
2005; Xue and Poldrack, 2007). This is important because later-
ality is not absolute but relative (Whitaker and Ojemann, 1977).
It is therefore possible that increased left lateralization for words
relative to pictures could be a consequence of more right hemi-
sphere activation for pictures (Seghier et al., 2011a). In vOT, this
could arise if recognized words put less demands on visual pro-
cessing in right vOT.

Second, we investigated the visual and nonvisual factors that
determined vOT lateralization by comparing left and right vOT
activation in eight different conditions that systematically com-
pared the response to stimuli with high versus low spatial fre-
quency, which were either familiar and meaningful (words and
pictures of objects) or unfamiliar and meaningless (Greek letters
and pictures of nonobjects) presented under different task con-
texts (speech production, perceptual and semantic decisions; Fig.
1). We ensured high spatial definition for mapping laterality in
different vOT subdivisions by generating laterality maps at the
voxel level (Liégeois et al., 2002; Xue et al., 2005).

Prior studies have shown that vOT activation is left lateralized
for line drawings of objects (Nakamura et al., 2005) but right
lateralized for pictures of faces, with left hemisphere activation
increasing with face familiarity (Laeng and Rouw, 2001; Rossion
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et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2009) and right hemisphere activation
increasing with visual expertise for specific categories of objects
(Gauthier et al., 1999, 2000; Tanaka and Curran, 2001). Our ex-
pectation was that the degree to which vOT activation was left
lateralized for words would vary with the task and stimuli, and the
specifics of these effects would differ in posterior and anterior
vOT subdivisions (for detailed predictions, see Materials and
Methods, below).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Eighty-two healthy subjects (43 females, 39 males, 30.3 � 15
years old, 44 right-handed, 38 left-handed or ambidextrous) gave written
informed consent to participate in this study. Subjects were native Eng-
lish speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no
history of difficulty learning to read or neurological or psychiatric disor-
ders. The study was approved by the National Hospital for Neurology
and Institute of Neurology Joint Ethic’s Committee.

Paradigm design. There were four separate scanning runs or sessions.
In two sessions, the participants made semantic and perceptual deci-
sions, interleaved with blocks of fixation. In the other two sessions, the
participants performed the four speech production tasks interleaved with
blocks of fixation. The order of conditions was counterbalanced within
and across session. Each session consisted of 24 blocks of stimuli of the
same type/condition with an additional 12 blocks of fixation that were
presented every two stimulus blocks. Each stimulus block lasted 18 s and
consisted of four trials during which three stimuli were simultaneously
presented on the screen for 4.32 s, followed by 180 ms of fixation. Every
two stimulus blocks, fixation continued for 14.4 s.

Stimuli and tasks. All stimuli were presented in triads with one item
(picture or letter string) above and two items below in the same format as
the item above (Fig. 1). There were four different stimuli: written names
of objects, photographs of objects, unfamiliar Greek strings, and unfa-
miliar nonobjects. We ensured that all meaningful stimuli were highly
familiar perceptually (by presenting words in the widely used black font
Arial and objects as grayscale photographs instead of line drawings) and
conceptually (by using pictures and the written names of common ob-
jects with familiar names). To take into account any potential effect of
spatial frequency on lateralized brain activity for words and pictures
(Mercure et al., 2008), we also computed a mean/center of spatial fre-
quencies [in cycles per image, as in Parish and Sperling (1991)] for all
stimuli, and this showed higher spatial frequency for words (F� � 11.9 �

0.4 cycles/image) and Greek strings (F� � 9.5 � 0.9 cycles/image) com-
pared with pictures (F� � 6.9 � 4.3 cycles/image) and nonobjects (F� �
4.3 � 1.4 cycles/image). During semantic and perceptual decisions, the
item above acted as a target that was semantically or physically related to
one of the items below, and subjects indicated their responses with a
finger press. In the speech production conditions, there was no semantic
or perceptual relationship between any of the three items, and subjects
were asked to name the three pictures, read the three words, or say “1, 2,
3” in response to unfamiliar stimuli. Before each stimulus block, a brief
instruction was presented on the screen for 3.6 s to indicate what sort of
response would be necessary. Stimulus presentation in the scanner was
via a video projector, a front-projection screen, and a system of mirrors
fastened to the MRI head coil. Additional details about the paradigm and
stimuli can be found in our previous work (Josse et al., 2008; Seghier et
al., 2010).

MRI acquisition. Experiments were performed on a 1.5T Siemens sys-
tem (Siemens Medical Systems). Functional imaging consisted of an
echoplanar imaging with gradient recalled echo sequence (TR � 3600
ms, TE � 50 ms, flip angle � 90°, FOV � 192 mm, matrix � 64 � 64, 40
axial slices, 2 mm thick with 1 mm gap). Anatomical T1-weighted images
were acquired using a three-dimensional modified driven equilibrium
Fourier transform sequence (TR � 12.24 ms, TE � 3.56 ms, TI � 530 ms,
matrix � 256 � 224, 176 sagittal slices with a final resolution of 1 mm 3).

fMRI data preprocessing. Data processing and statistical analyses were
performed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping SPM5 software pack-
age (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London UK). All func-
tional volumes were spatially realigned to the first EPI volume for motion
correction, unwarped to correct for artifacts caused by movement-by-
inhomogeneity interactions, and normalized to the MNI space using the
unified normalization-segmentation procedure, with resulting voxels
size of 2 � 2 � 2 mm 3. The normalization to the MNI space was per-
formed by first coregistering the anatomical T1 image to the mean EPI
image that was generated during the realignment step, then the unified
segmentation was applied to the coregistered anatomical image using the
default parameters in SPM5 to estimate the normalization parameters
that encode the transformation from the native to MNI space, and finally
the normalization parameters were subsequently applied to all realigned
EPI images. Note that during the unified segmentation, a symmetrical
version of the tissue priors was used (see Symmetrical images, below).

Symmetrical images. During the normalization-segmentation step, we
used symmetrical priors created by simply copying, flipping along the
x-axis, and averaging the original and the mirror (flipped) versions of
the default tissue probability maps of SPM5 (Salmond et al., 2000). The
resulting normalization–segmentation parameters were then applied to
the subject’s functional images, thereby rendering them symmetrical,
which allows left and right hemisphere activation to be directly compared
(Josse et al., 2008; Seghier et al., 2011a). The normalized (symmetrical)
functional images were then spatially smoothed with a 6 mm full-width
half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.

First-level analyses. For each individual subject, we performed a fixed-
effect analysis on all preprocessed functional volumes of that subject,
using the general linear model at each voxel. Time series from each voxel
were high-pass filtered (1/128 Hz cutoff) to remove low-frequency noise
and signal drift. Each stimulus onset was modeled as an event in
condition-specific stick-functions with a duration of 4.32 s per trial and a
stimulus onset interval of 4.5 s. The resulting stimulus functions were
convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function that pro-
vided regressors for the linear model. The appropriate summary or con-
trast images were then generated in all subjects for the correct trials of
each condition versus fixation.

Voxel-based laterality maps. We generated maps of the laterality differ-
ence at each voxel for each subject (Salmond et al., 2000; Liégeois et al.,
2002; Nakamura et al., 2005; Xue et al., 2005; Josse et al., 2008; Seghier et
al., 2011a). First, the symmetrical contrast images from the first-level
analysis were copied and each copy was flipped along the interhemi-
spheric fissure (i.e., x-axis mirror images). Then the resulting flipped
image was subtracted from its original (unflipped) version to create a
laterality map. Voxel-based laterality maps therefore code the difference
between each contrast at every voxel and at its homolog in the other

Figure 1. Illustration of tasks and stimuli used in this study (a total of eight conditions).
Stimuli were presented as triads. Note that during reading and naming, there was no semantic
relationship between the three stimuli.
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hemisphere. Thus, they code the interaction (Liégeois et al., 2002) be-
tween task (activation vs control) and hemisphere (left vs right) at each
voxel. Our voxel-based maps were based on subtraction between left (L)
and right (R) hemisphere activation at each voxel (i.e., L � R) rather than
a relative difference scaled to total signal at that voxel (i.e., as a laterality
index: L � R/L � R). Although a relative difference is suitable for cor-
recting global differences in hemispheric activation, it is not recom-
mended at the voxel level because it may introduce nonlinearities in the
relationship between left and right signal. For example, the same differ-
ence between left and right (L � R) would have a smaller relative differ-
ence in a highly activated voxel (i.e., L � R very large) than a weakly
activated voxel. The method of choice for voxel-based lateralization at
the group level was therefore based on subtraction between left and right
rather than their relative difference (Liégeois et al., 2002; Xue et al., 2005;
Baciu et al., 2005; Nakamura et al., 2005; Cousin et al., 2007; Josse et al.,
2008; Pinel and Dehaene, 2010; Szwed et al., 2011).

Voxel-based second-level group analyses. We conducted second-level
ANOVA analysis on either original (unflipped) contrast images or voxel-
based laterality maps. All eight contrasts were included in this analysis

and group effects were assessed within an ex-
plicit mask that contained the whole ventral
occipitotemporal cortex in each hemisphere
(Fig. 2). The analysis on the voxel-based later-
ality maps identified the voxels with the most
consistently lateralized activation for any con-
dition in our 82 subjects (Liégeois et al., 2002).
All effects are reported at FWE-corrected level
of p � 0.05. In addition, the consistency across
subjects of lateralized voxels was examined in
each individual laterality map and was defined
as the number of subjects with “left minus right
activity” in the same direction (sign) as the
group effect.

Predictions. Our predictions were as follows:
if left lateralized vOT responses for words are
related to: (1) visual factors (Rossion et al.,
2003; Hsiao and Cottrell, 2009; Woodhead et
al., 2011) then activation should also be left
lateralized for other stimuli with similar visual
features (i.e., meaningless Greek letter strings);
(2) visual word form selectivity in left vOT

(Cohen et al., 2003; Dehaene and Cohen, 2007; Vinckier et al., 2007; Szwed et
al., 2011), then left vOT activation for words should be increased relative to
all other stimuli including pictures of familiar objects; and (3) semantic
processing, then left laterality should be stronger for words and objects than
unfamiliar Greek letters and nonobjects (Sabsevitz et al., 2005; Vigneau et al.,
2005). Moreover, we expect the influence of these factors to interact with task
(Nakamura et al., 2005; Vigneau et al., 2005; Large et al., 2007; Guo and
Burgund, 2010; Wang et al., 2011) and vary with the subregions of vOT
tested because previous studies have shown differences in functional re-
sponses and connectivity in posterior and anterior parts of vOT (Moore and
Price, 1999; Mechelli et al., 2005; Price and Mechelli, 2005; Vinckier et al.,
2007; Seghier et al., 2008; Seghier and Price, 2010; Szwed et al., 2011; Wang et
al., 2011). Furthermore, our motivation for mapping laterality at the voxel
level is to visualize the different spatial profiles at high definition because the
exact location of literalized vOT varied considerably across previous fMRI
studies (Table 1).

Results
Behavioral responses
All subjects performed all tasks with high accuracy (�80%). In
the semantic matching conditions, the mean response times were
comparable between words and pictures (1.69 � 0.3 s and 1.72 �
0.3 s, respectively), with no significant difference (t � 1.3, p �
0.1). We were unable to extract response times for the naming
and reading conditions from the speech production recordings,
but note that the fast presentation rate ensured that correct nam-
ing response times were always �1.4 s and that the interpretation
of our data does not depend on significant latency differences
between words and pictures (see Consistencies across partici-
pants, below).

Lateralization for words dissociated three vOT subdivisions
The dependency of vOT activation on task, stimuli, and hemi-
sphere is illustrated in Figure 3. For words, activation was
strongly left lateralized (at p � 0.05, FWE-corrected), regardless
of task (reading aloud or semantic decisions) or baseline (fixa-
tion, Greek letters, pictures of objects, or pictures of nonobjects)
(Figs. 3, first and fifth columns; 4) . Specifically, strong left later-
alization was observed in three subdivisions (Fig. 4A): posterior
vOT (x � �42, y � �70, z � �10), middle vOT (global peak at
�44, �54, �16; second peak at �44, �62, �14), and anterior
vOT (�44, �44, �14), with high consistency across the 82 sub-
jects (Fig. 4B). The three left vOT peaks were identified according
to their particular lateralization profiles across tasks and stimuli,

Figure 2. The explicit mask within vOT regions (white) used during the group analysis on laterality maps. This mask was created
as follows: (1) AAL atlas (http://www.cyceron.fr/web/aal_anatomical_automatic_labeling.html) was used to delineate the left
and right fusiform gyrus; (2) the resulting binary mask was morphologically diluted to ensure including the whole vOT; (3) because
all laterality maps were symmetrical, we defined the union between the original binary mask and an x-axis mirror of the mask,
resulting in a symmetrical mask; and (4) we limited the mask in the posterior-to-anterior direction at y ��90 mm and y ��30
mm, respectively, and in the inferior-to-superior direction at z � �20 mm to z � �4 mm, respectively.

Table 1. MNI coordinates of lateralized vOT from previous fMRI studies

Study Lateralized vOT Task/contrast

Cai et al. (2010) �46, �46, �16 Lexical decision on words versus checker-
boards

Cohen et al. (2003) �36, �75, �12 Alphabetic stimuli versus checkerboards
�36, �45, �27

Guo and Burgund
(2010)

49, �57, �10 Orthographic, phonological, and semantic
effects on Chinese characters�41, �66, �10

Kao et al. (2010) �44, �62, �15 Chinese characters contrasted with their
inverted versions

Nakamura et al.
(2005)

�42, �67, �17 Kanji and Kana characters relative to
fixation (using laterality maps)

Pinel and Dehaene
(2010)

�45, �56, �10 Sentence reading versus checkerboards
(using laterality maps)

Sabsevitz et al. (2005) �45, �52, �15 Concrete versus abstract words
Szwed et al. (2011) �45, �41, �18 Words versus scrambled control stimuli

(using laterality maps)varying from y � �54
to y � �80

Vigneau et al. (2005) �44, �76, �14 Word reading relative to fixation
�46, �40, �12

Woodhead et al.
(2011)

�40, �55, �13 Words versus scrambled stimuli, and high
versus low spatial frequency stimuli

Xue et al. (2005) �39, �68, �12 Phonological/semantic tasks on Chinese
words relative to fixation (using later-
ality maps)
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with posterior vOT being the global maximum of lateralization
for letter stimuli (words and Greek letters) relative to fixation,
middle vOT being the global maximum of lateralization for
words relative to all other stimuli regardless of task, and anterior
vOT being the global maximum of lateralization for semantic
decisions on words relative to reading aloud and fixation. We
considered how lateralization in each vOT subdivision was ex-
plained by the relative contribution of the left or right hemi-
sphere activation.

Left vOT lateralization for words results from reduced right
vOT involvement
Critically, increased left lateralization for words relative to nonverbal
stimuli was not indicative of greater left hemisphere activation for
words. To the contrary, activation was less for words than for pic-
tures of objects in all three vOT regions (Fig. 5) in both the left and
right hemispheres. The important point here is that the reason vOT

activation was more strongly left lateralized for words than for pic-
tures of objects is that the reduction in activation for words relative to
objects was greater in right than in left vOT regions. Furthermore,
when we assessed the correlation across subjects (Seghier et al., 2008)
between activation in each vOT region and its right homolog, we
found that left and right hemisphere activation covaried significantly
across subjects for all stimuli and conditions except words (p � 0.05;
Table 2). This suggests that activation in right vOT regions was dis-
engaged from that in the homolog left vOT regions for words but not
during the processing of pictures or unfamiliar Greek letters. Below,
we considered how activation and lateralization varied with task and
stimuli in each subregion.

Left lateralization in posterior vOT is related to visual
processing
In posterior vOT, activation was left lateralized for meaningless
Greek letters and words relative to fixation (Fig. 4) but not for

Figure 3. The full eight-by-eight pairwise comparisons of laterality maps across tasks and stimuli. This figure represents the interaction between activation and hemisphere. Each column
represents the comparison between laterality in a given condition and laterality in each condition of the remaining conditions (e.g., the first column represents the comparison of laterality for words
during reading with laterality during the other conditions). Thick black outlines represent the task effect on laterality when stimuli were held constant. Note that by construction, this matrix is
skew-symmetric (i.e., antimetric). n.s., Not significant at p � 0.05, FWE-corrected.
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pictures of objects or unfamiliar nonobjects (Fig. 5). As observed
for words, left lateralization for Greek letters was the consequence
of a greater reduction in right than left posterior vOT activation
for letter stimuli than picture stimuli. As the Greek letter strings
were unfamiliar and meaningless, left lateralized responses can-
not be explained by linguistic processing, visual expertise, or rec-
ognizability. It is therefore likely that activation in left and right
posterior vOT was related to visual attributes, consistent with
other observations that posterior vOT was significantly activated
by all visual stimuli relative to fixation, with higher activation for
pictures of objects and nonobjects (Figs. 3, 5). Accordingly, we
propose that the strong left lateralization in posterior vOT is
driven by the reduced activation in right posterior vOT for letters
and words relative to pictures of objects and nonobjects. This
might be a consequence of our letter and word stimuli having less
information in the low spatial frequency band (see Materials and
Methods, above).

Left lateralization in anterior vOT is related to semantic
processing
In anterior vOT, left lateralization for words was stronger during
semantic decisions than reading aloud (Z � 5.1; Fig. 3, fifth col-
umn). There was a similar but nonsignificant effect of task on

objects (Z � 2.0). These findings cannot
be explained by visual attributes because
neither the left or right anterior vOT areas
were consistently activated by all visual
stimuli. We propose that lateralization in
anterior vOT is a simple consequence of
semantic processing in the left hemi-
sphere because it was (1) greater for
meaningful stimuli (objects and words)
than unfamiliar stimuli (nonobjects and
Greek letters) in both tasks and (2) greater
for semantic decisions on words than
reading aloud, with (3) no significant dif-
ference between semantic decisions on
objects or words despite the contrasting
visual attributes of these stimuli. Moreover,
this is not due to the matching per se, be-
cause the difference in activation for percep-
tual matching relative to saying “1, 2, 3” on
unfamiliar stimuli was located in medial an-
terior fusiform (at p � 0.05, FWE-
corrected), not the more lateral anterior
vOT. However, the difference in left ante-
rior vOT between words and objects was
significant during the naming/reading tasks.
This task-by-stimulus interaction was a
consequence of left vOT activation being
lower during reading than picture naming,
semantic decisions on words, or semantic
decisions on pictures. It is consistent with
left vOT being a semantic processing region
and with cognitive models of naming and
reading in which picture naming is more re-
liant on semantic mediation than reading
(Glaser and Glaser, 1989).

Left lateralization in middle vOT
reflects a combination of visual and
nonvisual factors
In middle vOT, activation was left lateral-

ized for words relative to Greek letters and fixation, and left lat-
eralized for objects relative to nonobjects (Fig. 3), but not
lateralized for objects relative to fixation, and right lateralized for
unfamiliar nonobjects relative to fixation (p � 0.05, FWE-
corrected). By considering the response of each hemisphere in
turn, we suggest that lateralization in middle vOT reflects a com-
bination of visual expertise in right middle vOT and semantics in
left middle vOT. We associate right middle vOT activation with
visual expertise (less activation with more expertise) because it
was higher for unfamiliar Greek letters than words that were
matched for spatial frequency and visual complexity and not sig-
nificantly different for nonobjects and Greek letters that vary in
spatial frequency and visual complexity (Fig. 5). We associate left
middle vOT activation with semantics because it was stronger for
objects and words than meaningless nonobjects and Greek let-
ters, and semantic decisions on words relative to reading aloud.

Consistencies across participants
The degree to which activation was left lateralization for word
processing was not significantly related (p � 0.05, corrected) to
differences in scanner performance, response times, or demo-
graphic variables (age, gender, and handedness) in any of the
vOT subdivisions. Specifically, of 44 right-handers and 38 left-

Figure 4. A, Consistent effect of laterality for words at the voxel level (at p � 0.05, FWE-corrected over 82 subjects), shown on
axial view of the glass brain of SPM. Strong left laterality was identified for words during both tasks (production and matching)
relative to fixation, pictures of familiar objects, unfamiliar Greek letters, and pictures of unfamiliar nonobjects. B, The relative
difference in signal (average � SD over 82 subjects) between left and right activity in our three vOT regions (coordinates shown on
top of each bar graph), with bars on the left side indicating left laterality and bars on the right indicating right laterality. pvOT,
Posterior vOT; mvOT, middle vOT; avOT, anterior vOT; LH, left hemisphere; RH, right hemisphere.
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handers, during semantic matching on words relative to fixation,
left lateralization was observed in 37, 44, and 42 right-handers
and in 35, 33, and 36 left-handers in posterior, middle, and ante-
rior vOT, respectively. During reading aloud relative to fixation,
left lateralization was observed in 37, 39, and 37 right-handers
and in 32, 32, and 30 left-handers in posterior, middle, and ante-
rior vOT, respectively. Thus, the majority (80 –100%) of our right
and non-right-handers show higher responses in left than right
vOT during visual word processing.

Right lateralization in medial regions was strong for all
stimuli except words
Medial to our three vOT subdivisions, we observed strong right
lateralization (p � 0.05, FWE corrected) in the posterior fusiform

at 34, �72, �18 for pictures of objects and nonobjects that have
low spatial frequency but not for words or Greek letter strings
that have high spatial frequency (Fig. 6). A second right-
lateralized cluster was identified in anterior fusiform at �28,
�42, �18 for all stimuli except words (objects, Greek letters, and
nonobjects; Fig. 6). This right anterior medial fusiform cluster is
remarkably similar to the region where Nakamura et al. (2005)
observed right lateralization for pictures of objects and logo-
grams relative to fixation but not for words relative to fixation.
Right lateralization for pictures of familiar objects was also highly
consistent across our 82 subjects and was observed in 32 and 41
right-handers and in 33 and 35 left-handers in posterior and
anterior medial fusiform regions, respectively, during object
naming, and in 33 and 37 right-handers and in 31 and 37 left-
handers in posterior and anterior medial fusiform regions, re-
spectively, during semantic decisions on pictures. Thus, the
majority (80 –97%) of our right- and non-right-handers show
higher responses in right than left medial fusiform during object
processing.

Discussion
In this study, we investigated whether the well characterized left-
lateralized signature for written words was best explained in terms of
visual attributes of the stimuli, specialization for visual word form
processing, and/or semantic processing. We found that the best ex-
planation of the data depended on which subdivision of vOT was
being tested. As discussed in detail below, lateralization in posterior
vOT was best explained by visual processing, lateralization in ante-
rior vOT was best explained by semantic processing, and lateraliza-
tion in middle vOT was best explained by a combination of visual
processing in the right hemisphere and the semantic demands of the
task in the left hemisphere. These region-specific findings allow us to
validate and integrate previously conflicting interpretations of later-
alized activation in vOT.

In addition, our results show that it is necessary to consider
the right hemisphere contribution to vOT lateralization because
we found that the degree to which vOT activation was left later-
alized was a consequence of reduced right hemisphere activation
rather than increased left hemisphere activation. This is not con-
sistent with left hemisphere specialization for words, but it does
suggest that reading expertise reduces the need for right hemi-
sphere visual processing. Below, we discuss the data supporting
our conclusions in each subregion, and the implications of our
findings for models of reading and previous accounts of func-
tional laterality in vOT (Rossion et al., 2003; Nakamura et al.,
2005; Vigneau et al., 2005; Xue et al., 2006; Maurer and McCan-
dliss, 2007; Cai et al., 2008, 2010; Maurer et al., 2008; Hsiao and
Cottrell, 2009; Kao et al., 2010; Pinel and Dehaene, 2010; Szwed et
al., 2011; Twomey et al., 2011).

In the posterior vOT region, activation was left lateralized for
words and Greek letters that had high spatial frequency, but there
was no significant lateralization for photographs of objects and
nonobjects that had lower spatial frequency. The degree to which
posterior vOT activation was left lateralized was not related to
recognizability (words and pictures vs letters and nonobjects) or
task. We therefore conclude that lateralization in posterior vOT is
driven by visual-feature processing (Rossion et al., 2003). Previ-
ous fMRI studies have also reported that, when the baseline is
fixation, activation is left lateralized in posterior vOT for stimuli
with high spatial frequency (Nakamura et al., 2005; Vigneau et al.,
2005), including words, logograms, nonwords and line drawings
of objects (which have higher spatial frequency than the grayscale
photographs of objects and nonobjects that we used here). Our

Figure 5. Mean signal level over our 82 subjects in left (dark gray) and right (light gray)
hemisphere of each vOT region in our eight conditions relative to fixation. pvOT, Posterior vOT;
mvOT, middle vOT; avOT, anterior vOT.

Table 2. Correlations between left and right activity of each vOT region during the
eight conditions

Conditions

Correlations

Left/right
posterior vOT

Left/right
middle vOT

Left/right
anterior vOT

Reading: words r � 0.15 r � 0.22 r � 0.33
p � 0.1 p � 0.05 p � 0.002

Naming: pictures r � 0.63 r � 0.33 r � 0.25
p � 0.001 p � 0.002 p � 0.02

Say “1, 2, 3”: symbols r � 0.44 r � 0.38 r � 0.23
p � 0.001 p � 0.001 p � 0.05

Say “1 ,2, 3”: nonobjects r � 0.54 r � 0.45 r � 0.37
p � 0.001 p � 0.001 p � 0.001

Semantic matching: words r � 0.48 r � 0.18 r � 0.08
p � 0.001 p � 0.1 p � 0.1

Semantic matching: pictures r � 0.46 r � 0.37 r � 0.33
p � 0.001 p � 0.001 p � 0.002

Perceptual matching: symbols r � 0.50 r � 0.46 r � 0.27
p � 0.001 p � 0.001 p � 0.01

Perceptual matching: nonobjects r � 0.44 r � 0.43 r � 0.30
p � 0.001 p � 0.001 p � 0.006

The correlations were assessed across all our 82 subjects. Boldface represents correlations that are not significant at
p � 0.05, uncorrected.
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findings in posterior vOT are therefore consistent with prior ev-
idence that the left and right occipitotemporal cortices are differ-
entially sensitive to high versus low spatial frequency inputs (Han
et al., 2002; Peyrin et al., 2004; Mercure et al., 2008; Woodhead et
al., 2011). Note that the causes of left lateralization in posterior
vOT that we observed here for English words may vary for other
logographic scripts (Bolger et al., 2005) such as Chinese (Peng et
al., 2004; Xue et al., 2005), Kanji (Uchida et al., 1999; Koyama et
al., 2011), or Hangul (Lee, 2004) characters. For instance, strong
left lateralization in posterior vOT at �39, �68, �12 was sug-
gested to be linked to language factors rather than to visual fea-
tures of Chinese words (Xue et al., 2005).

A very different pattern of effects was
observed in anterior vOT. Here, activa-
tion was left lateralized during semantic
decisions on words with a trend on pic-
tures of objects but not during either
meaningless Greek letters or nonobjects.
The semantic nature of the left lateraliza-
tion in anterior vOT was further sup-
ported by increased left anterior vOT
activation for semantic matching on
words relative to reading aloud and for
both words and pictures relative to per-
ceptual matching on unfamiliar stimuli
(Seghier et al., 2010, their Fig. 1; 2011b,
their Fig. 1). Moreover, the association of
left anterior vOT with semantics is consis-
tent with previous studies showing that
left anterior vOT is involved in semantic
more than phonological processing of
both visual and auditory stimuli (Mum-
mery et al., 1998; Binder et al., 2009; Davis
and Gaskell, 2009; Sharp et al., 2010).
However, this does not rule out a poten-
tial semantic contribution of the right
hemisphere (Lambon Ralph and Patter-
son, 2008; Lambon Ralph et al., 2010) that
may impact on vOT laterality (Sabsevitz et
al., 2005).

A third pattern of effects was observed
in the middle vOT region. Relative to fix-
ation, left lateralization was only observed
for words, which might be interpreted as
a word-selective effect. Contrary to this
conclusion, however, left middle vOT ac-
tivation was less for words than pictures
during both tasks, with higher left lateral-
ization for words resulting from an even
greater reduction in right middle vOT ac-
tivation for words relative to pictures or
other unfamiliar stimuli. Moreover, acti-
vation in middle vOT became left lateral-
ized for pictures of objects when the
baseline was nonobjects rather than fixa-
tion. Therefore, by partially controlling
for visual-feature processing, the nonob-
ject baseline unveiled left lateralized acti-
vation for meaningful stimuli.

The reduced activation in right middle
vOT for words was not related to visual
complexity or spatial frequency (as in pos-
terior vOT) because right middle vOT

activation was the same for unfamiliar Greek letters and nonob-
jects that clearly differed in their visual complexity. However,
reduced right middle vOT activation for words relative to unfa-
miliar Greek letters can be explained in terms of visual expertise
with the visual features of the stimuli. We therefore suggest that
lateralization in middle vOT depends on a combination of visual
expertise in the right hemisphere and semantics in the left
hemisphere.

The implication for models of reading is that left lateralized
vOT activation for words relative to other stimuli should not be
interpreted as increased word-specific processing in left vOT.
Instead, we have shown that the unique signature for words in the

Figure 6. Top, Consistent effect of laterality at the voxel level (at p � 0.05, FWE-corrected over 82 subjects) for all other stimuli
(pictures of familiar objects, unfamiliar Greek symbols, and pictures of unfamiliar nonobjects) relative to fixation, shown on axial
view of the glass brain of SPM. Bottom, The relative difference in signal (average � SD over 82 subjects) between left and right
activity is illustrated in the two right-lateralized fusiform regions (coordinates shown on top of each bar graph), with bars on the
left side indicating a stronger left laterality and bars on the right indicating a stronger right laterality. pFG, Posterior fusiform gyrus;
aFG, anterior fusiform gyrus; LH, left hemisphere; RH, right hemisphere.
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ventral visual stream results from low activation in right vOT
regions (Fig. 4) and negligible activation in medial fusiform re-
gions (Fig. 6). Reduced right hemisphere activation in these re-
gions for words might be a consequence of less reliance on visual
feature processing in the context of greater top-down support
from the language system. This hypothesis is consistent with the
interactive view of vOT function that proposes that vOT inte-
grates top-down predictions from the language system with
bottom-up visual inputs (Devlin et al., 2006; Kherif et al., 2011;
Price and Devlin, 2011; Twomey et al., 2011). The current study
was not designed to elucidate the source of the top-down effects.
This will require future studies that use high-temporal resolution
techniques to show, for instance, activation in temporofrontal
regions at a latency similar to or even earlier than vOT during
word processing (Pammer et al., 2004; Mainy et al., 2008; Corne-
lissen et al., 2009).

Our findings also have multiple implications for previous ex-
planations of left lateralization in vOT for words. First, the spatial
frequency account (Hsiao and Cottrell, 2009; Woodhead et al.,
2011) may explain lateralization in posterior vOT regions but not
in middle or anterior vOT. Second, the extensive left-lateralized
pattern in vOT for words we observed here is in line with that
reported in Szwed et al. (2011) for words relative to scrambled
stimuli; however, our results also show that (1) this pattern per-
sisted even when compared with other control conditions (i.e.,
fixation, objects, and unfamiliar stimuli); (2) its determinants
varied from posterior to anterior vOT regions, with the impact of
language increasing along the posterior-to-anterior dimension;
and (3) laterality was task-dependent in anterior vOT (Fig. 3),
which illustrates that left lateralization for words is not only de-
termined by how we see words but also by what we do with words.
The combined influences from stimulus properties, task, famil-
iarity, expertise, and the verbal content of stimuli may also ex-
plain why activation is left lateralized for words in skilled readers
and right lateralized in kindergarten children who have not yet
learnt to link print to sound (Maurer et al., 2006, 2010). Future
work is needed to identify whether the visual and nonvisual fac-
tors that influence the determinants of vOT laterality depend on
the script and language being tested (Bolger et al., 2005; Xue et al.,
2005; Hellige and Adamson, 2006; Maurer et al., 2008; Wong et
al., 2009).

In summary, in a large group of 82 skilled readers, we have
characterized different patterns of lateralization in three different
subregions of the ventral occipital temporal cortex and discussed
the potential underlying mechanisms. By showing that different
mechanisms explain lateralization in different vOT regions, we
are able to integrate previously conflicting results. In addition, we
also highlight the strong contribution of right vOT activation to
left lateralization during reading. These findings have implica-
tions for understanding the neural basis of reading in neurolog-
ically normal participants and patients with left or right vOT
damage. They also have implications for studies that used later-
ality as a marker for efficient (Xue et al., 2006) or impaired
(Abrams et al., 2009) reading.
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